Root of Passion

No risks. No chances. For Grace Owens,
that means no romance. No matter how
attractive she finds Dina Devereaux, shes
not giving in. Any distraction from the
extraordinary demands of her career as a
vascular surgeon could cost a life. Graces
obsession with work could cost a life, all
right, and her friend Margo thinks the life
lost could be Graces. She unveils a
treasured secret--a potion she acquired in
South America that could change Graces
outlook on life...at least for one night. The
surgeon in Grace knows a fake when she
sees it. To her surprise, however, the
woman within is intrigued. What if it really
works? If she let herself go, just once,
would that allow her to return to her work,
free of the increasing distraction that Dina
represents? When an attractive stranger
offers a wild trip to Las Vegas, the choice
is clear. Should she or shouldnt she? Long
used to saying no, Grace is shocked to
realize how much she wants to say Yes.
Ann Roberts inventive tale of passion and
romance explores the magic that happens
when a woman allows herself to explore all
her possibilities.

Dub Maddox @CoachDubMaddox. Husband, OC/QB Coach Jenks High School , 2x Author R4 Roots of Passion has
32 ratings and 1 review. Katia said: Good things about this book - it was decently written, the dialogue wasnt too cheesy,
the charRoot of Passion [Ann Roberts] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Root of Passion is an inventive tale
of love and romance that explores theRoot of Passion. No risks. No chances. For Grace Owens, that means no romance.
No matter how attractive she finds Dina Devereaux, shes not giving in. I find it useful to remember that the root of
passion (from the Latin pati) means to suffer. is published by Joe McCarthy.Frequently bought together. Natures Bounty
Valerian Root 450 mg 100 ea. +. Passion Flower 350mg - 100 - Capsule. Total price: $14.67. Add both to Cart Root of
Passion. No risks. No chances. For Grace Owens, that means no romance. - 29 minWhats at the root of Stuart Sovatskys
many achievements? Hes a psychotherapist Meaning: sufferings of Christ on the Cross, from Old French passion
Christs passion, physical suffering (10c.), from Late Latin See more definitions.Synonyms for passion at with free
online thesaurus, antonyms, stem of Latin pati to suffer, endure, possibly from PIE root *pe(i)- to hurt (cf.The Root of
Passion. Beets are a matter of faith at Gaining Ground Farm. BY Ashley English. After planting variety of beet seeds,
Anne and Aaron Grier ofThe word passion comes from Latin root pati-, meaning suffering, or enduring. Thus,
compassion means to suffer-with: the compassionate arent immune toThe root of the word passion is found in the Latin
word passio which means suffering. On the surface, the word passion can stir emotions in us that inspire,The beauty of
passion flowers (Passiflora spp.) in bloom against the dark green leaves of the vining plant may inspire you to propagate
additional plants to grow
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